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Abstract
The formation of TiC and Ti phases and their influence on their mechanical properties was
studied in this work. Thin layers were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at room
temperature in ultrahigh vacuum from Ti and C targets.
Cubic TiC phase (c-TiC) was formed from 58 to 86 at% Ti content. First formation of
hexagonal Ti (h-Ti) occurred from 86 at% Ti content. The c-TiC disappears from 90 at% Ti
content. Films with 86 at% Ti content the c-TiC structure can transform to h-Ti by sequential
stacking faults. Dominance of c-TiC(111) texture with increasing Ti content was observed.
The hardness of thin films agree with structural observations. The highest hardness value
(~26GPa) showed the c-TiC thin film with 67 at% Ti content. The nanohardness values
showed decreasing character with increasing Ti content over 70 at%. The lowest values of
nanohardness (~10GPa) was observed for thin films with only h-Ti phase.

1. Introduction
One of the most promising hard coating material is the TiC. Many methods have been
developed for preparation of TiC thin films. Magnetron sputtering is a standard method for
industrial TiC coating deposition. For preparing TiC coatings with magnetron sputtering two
main ways are followed in the literature: 1) Ti target is used in reactive acetylene [1] [2] [3]
[4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9], 2) titanium and carbon targets were sputtered at the same time [10] [11]
[12] [13] [14]. The room temperature is the most used temperature for sputtering of TiC
coatings, because it is commonly useable for industry [1] [2] [4] [10] [11] [15]. For replace
the heat energy effect mostly bias is used on the substrate, but for growing of TiC films at
room temperature (RT) it is not a criterion [10].
The mechanical property of TiC coatings or films deposited at RT, namely hardness, is
typically ranged between 17 and 35 GPa [3] [5] [10] [12] [15]. In these publications it was
common that the maximum hardness value was obtained at ~40 at% Ti content and the
structure was formed from c-TiC nanocrystals with 5–20 nm size separated by few nanometer
thin amorphous matrix [1]. This type of structures is well known about its high hardness [16].
Around the composition with this maximum hardness numerous publications studied the
formed c-TiC / a-C two phase structures and its effect on the mechanical properties, but the
film structures and mechanical properties with higher Ti content is less studied. Oláh et al.
demonstrated the hardness as a function of Ti content between 0 to 57 at.%. In deposited thin
films with the maximum hardness, TiC nanocrystals were formed in amorphous carbon matrix
[13] [17] [18]. Sedlackova et al. showed that the hardness depends on the width of the TiC
columns and thickness of amorphous carbon matrix separating the crystallites [19]. With
increasing Ti content c-TiC ceramics can be formed, and with higher Ti content layers with hTi structure form [10]. Hardness mostly reduced with the increase of the Ti content, but as
previous shown that there is a compositional range, where the hardness of the samples
increase with the increasing Ti concentration [13].
In function of the composition, a sharp change in the structure is presupposed between the
formation of c-TiC and h-Ti phase based on XRD studies [10], in these layers the hardness is
greatly reduced, therefore the ceramic/metal multiphase thin film has received much less
attention. Nevertheless, in some applications where flexibility is important addition to the
hardness and the presence of amorphous carbon is undesirable this composition range can also
be interesting.
In this work, thin films were deposited in the compositional range of 57 to 95 at.% Ti
concentration by DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum from two
targets (Ti and C) in order to structurally and mechanically characterize these ceramics in this
less studied compositional range. Our aim was to reveal the conditions of formation and the
influence of the structure and texture of the films on the mechanical properties (e.g.
nanohardness). The structure characterization was carried out by XRD, TEM and HRTEM
analyses. The investigated composition range was chosen to continue our previous work [13]
which focuses on the structure transitions between the TiC / a-C and the TiC phases. Here the
transition of the TiC and TiC / Ti phases with higher Ti content will be shown. This is the first

comprehensive (TEM and mechanical) study of magnetron sputtered TiC layers with such a
high Ti content.
2. Experiment
Ultrahigh vacuum sputtering system with background pressure of 3*10-8 mbar were used for
film deposition from two separate targets; C with 99.999% and Ti with 99.995%, target
purity. The argon gas pressure was 2,5*10-3 mbar during the sputtering. Before sputtering the
background pressure was around 3*10-8 mbar. The substrate during the sputtering was not
biased or heated. An approx. 300 nm thick amorphous SiO2 layer was used as a substrate,
which was located on a single crystal Si. The thickness of the grown layers was kept at
constant values (±10 nm). For the nano-hardness measurements the layer thicknesses were
around 600 nm, while for the TEM and HRTEM studies mostly 150 nm thick layers were
studied. The composition of the samples was controlled by the sputtering power. In the case
of the carbon target altered between 25-150W while in the case of the Ti target it was between
70-150W. Based on preliminary calibration (The titanium and carbon growth velocity were
determined by sputtering only Ti or carbon target for a period of time using different
sputtering powers. The thickness of the layers was determined by TEM on cross-sectional
TEM samples. Depending on the sputtering power, the thickness of the layers divided by the
growth time namely the growth velocity was linearly varied, so the growth rates could be
determined at the used sputtering powers in the work.), with such target powers the growth
velocities were the follows for each samples: VC = 0.07 to 0.41 Å / s, VTi = 1.12 to 2.4 Å / s
and the Ti composition of the layers varied between 58-95 at.%. However, for these
calculated concentration the self-sputtered growth velocity of the carbon and titanium was
used, due to that the real composition can be different because of the distinct adhesion.
The films were investigated by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) using Al-anode. The
5 x 5 mm sized specimens were cut out and introduced for the analysis. The oxidation from
the deposited film surface was removed by Ar ion bombarding in order to detect the internal
composition of the films. Glancing angle (80° angle of incidence) ion beam and low ion
energy (1 keV) were used to limit the possible damage of the top surface of the films. The
XPS spectra were acquired using special CMA with retarding field (type DESA 105 made by
Staib Instruments Ltd). Constant energy resolution of 1.5 eV was applied for all
measurements. Composition was determined from the main XPS lines of the constituents as
follows: C - 1s at 284.4 eV, Ti - 2p ½ + 3/2 at 454.0 eV, O - 1s at 530.0 eV and Ar - 2p at 242
eV.
The mechanical properties of the deposited films were investigated by nanoindentation
technique. The nanohardness (H) and elastic modulus (E) of the nanocomposite coatings were
measured by a Nanoindenter Agilent G200 (USA) device with a Berkovich diamond indenter
at room temperature. Clear areas were selected for indent investigation and 4 x 4 indents were
performed on each sample with a distance of 20 µm between the indents. Prior to the
indentation the tip was calibrated on a fused silica reference sample resulting reliable data
from the depth of ~ 20 - 40 nm. It is important to note that the measured hardness values
belonging to the depth range of 10% depth of total film’s thickness corresponds indeed to the

coating properties but the elastic modulus is most probably influenced by the substrate effect
even at lower depths. Continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) mode with depth limit of 500
nm was applied for continuous registration of load, displacement and stiffness to determine
the coating’s properties and to separate the effect of the substrate. Depth control mode was
used during CSM method with standard frequency (f), amplitude (A) and strain rate (ε ̇) of f =
45 Hz, A = 2 nm and ε ̇ = 0,05 1/s, respectively. The used Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio parameters of diamond tip were Etip = 1141 GPa and νtip = 0.07, respectively. The
hardness and the elastic modulus values were automatically calculated according to the
measuring standards based on the work of Oliver and Pharr [20]. Poisson’s ratio of the
coatings was set to ν=0.28 uniformly but its selection (in the range of 0.2-0.4) has an
influence of only a couple of percent on the evaluated elastic modulus. Visibly aberrant data
were neglected from the averaging. More details about the applied CSM method and the
evaluation process can be found elsewhere [20] [21].
The structure of the thin films was investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
Philips CM20 operated at 200 kV accelerating voltage) and high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL 3010 operated at 300 kV accelerating voltage). The
cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared by conventional Ar ion beam milling. For
evaluation of the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, the ProcessDiffraction
program was also used [22] [23] [24].
The phase composition and the lattice parameters of the deposited films were determined by
X-ray diffraction (XRD), using a Bruker AXS D8 Discover diffractometer equipped with a
Göbel-mirror and a scintillation detector using Cu Kα radiation. Measurements were
performed over the interval of 2θ=30-43° with a step size of 0.05° and speed of 0.15°/min.
3. Results
3.1. Composition
The composition of the samples was measured by XPS analysis, and also was calculated from
the pre-growth rates. The compositions of the samples are summarized in Figure 1. As
anticipated, the measured and calculated results are not the same, however strictly following
the same trend. It is similar to Inoue et al. [10]. Because of the lack of random error in the
concentration lines, it refers to systematic errors in the methods. The difference of
concentration values provided by the two methods can be explained reasonably by the
followings.
First, at the calculation of the composition, the concentration of Ti was calculated using the
following formula:
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where ρC, ρTi are the carbon and the titanium density, MC, MTi are the molar mass of carbon
and titanium, while the vC and vTi are the carbon and the titanium growth velocity [nm/s] at
one power, which was defined sputtering only Ti and only carbon respectively. However,

separate adhesion during the sputtering may differ from that when the targets sputtered
together, so with the calculation may be a composition with a systematic errors was
determined. Prior to the XPS measurement the sample surface is bombarded with Ar+ ions to
eliminate the surface oxide, during that the enrichment of the carbon on the surface is possible
due to preferential sputtering as published e.g. [18]. So in that way the measured carbon
concentration can be a slightly larger than the real one. It may resulted in a systematic error of
C concentration is about 3-5%. Additionally, the usage of weight factors from the literature
can be also yield a 5% systematic error.
From now on, we will refer to each sample with the calculated composition based on the
growth velocity.
Beside of detecting the average composition, the XPS spectra could provide some information
about the chemical bound of C component because of the 3eV shift of carbide state. In the
early experiments it was found [13] at higher C content layers, that the carbon partly bound to
Ti forming TiC and partly remained in elemental state forming an amorphous C layer between
the TiC grains. Executing a peak shape analysis of C 1s line of the current layers, we found
only two distinguishable components. These were true carbide C at 282 eV and an
intermediate carbide C at 283.5 eV. The latter is the result of a decay of TiC using ion
bombardment. Because no elemental carbon was detected by XPS in the layers, it means that
non-binding carbon amount is below the sensitivity of the measurement. Though the detection
limit of C by XPS is far below 1%, the confidence interval of the decomposition of a peak
shape is about 3 % if the component in question is near to another intense component.

Fig. 1 The Ti concentration of the thin films deposited at various sputtering powers
determined from calculation of grow velocities and XPS measurement.
3.2. Mechanical behavior of deposited films
The results of the nano-hardness and elastic modulus measurements are shown in Figure 2.
The minimum Ti content was at least 58 at.% in the samples which were tested in this work.
The mechanical properties of TiC/a-C layer with lower Ti content, but with the same growth
conditions are summarized in an earlier work [13].
The hardness of samples are around 25 GPa between 58 at.% and 70 at.% Ti content. The
maximum hardness was measured to 26 GPa in the layer with 67 at.% Ti content. After that,
the measured nano-hardness is decreasing near linearly with the increasing Ti content. The
nano-hardness value falls below 10 GPa only in the case of the sample containing 95 at.% Ti,
which value is still 2-4 times larger than the micro-hardness of the pure nano or ultrafine
titanium [25].
The elastic modulus varies similarly with the hardness. With the increase of the Ti
composition it was decreasing. Its value decreases from 260 GPa to 160 GPa with increasing
of Ti content in deposited films.

Fig. 2 The nano-hardness and elastic modulus in the function of the Ti content.
3.3. Structural characterization

Based on the XRD patterns (Fig. 3) and the TEM study (Fig. 5), only two types of phases
were formed in the sputtered samples. The c-TiC structure is formed in the layers with 58-85
at.% Ti content, while in the sample containing 86 at.% Ti the h-Ti structure also appear. In
the case of the layer with 90 at.% of Ti content and more, only the h-Ti structure was present.
Since the more interesting peaks of these two structures are relatively close to each other, a
smaller angular range was examined in more detail by XRD. By increasing the Ti content
from 58 at.% to 82 at.% {111} texture appears in the layers with c-TiC phase, that can be
observed on the cross-sectional selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns in Figure 5
and on the texture coefficients calculated from XRD shown on Figure 4., and Also the Ti-rich
c-TiC layers XRD reflections are shifted. This fact is well known in the literature [10]. With
increasing Ti content, the lattice periodicities (d111, d001) of the c-TiC are increasing
(summarized in Figure 4). In layers with h-Ti structure, the d001 differs from that of pure
titanium. This difference decreases with increasing titanium content. There is also a
significant {001} texture in these layers. For a sample with 86% titanium, the TiC (111) and
h-Ti (001) XRD peaks are so close that they cannot be resolved. Only the widening of the
peak and the presence of the very weak Ti (100) peak suggests that there are two phases. This
statement is confirmed by the HRTEM results, presented later.

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of samples with different composition. c-TiC was formed in the layers
with 58 and 86 at.% Ti content, c-TiC and h-Ti co-formation was observed in the layers with
86 at.% Ti. Only h-Ti phase was observed for films with 90 at% and higher Ti content.

Fig. 4 The change of the lattice distance of the c-TiC, and the h-Ti structure and the texture
coefficient (TC) [26] as the function of Ti content based on the XRD peaks shifts. The texture
coefficient was calculated from the XRD patterns using the TiC(111) and TiC(200) peaks
from the layers with c-TiC, in the case of the layers with h-Ti the Ti(100) and the Ti(002)
peaks were used.
The structural investigations of the films clearly show the formation of columnar crystallites
(Fig. 6). The widening of the columnar crystals is common going up in the layer. The rate of
the widening and the average cross diameter of the crystals are higher in the c-TiC films with
higher Ti concentration. The width of the grains measured at 100 nm thickness versus
titanium concentration is shown in Figure 7.
Both the h-Ti structure and the c-TiC structure can be formed in the layer with 86 at.%
titanium content based on SAED (Figure 5) and XRD patterns (Figure 3). The HRTEM
investigation shows that dominantly c-TiC structures are formed in the layer. However, c-TiC
grains contain several stacking faults. There are some areas where after a single stacking fault
the orientation of the grain changes in one part of the grain (see Fig. 8.a right). In such areas
where the two grains with different orientations meet, they form (112) type incoherent twin
boundary perpendicular to the surface of the substrate (see Fig. 8). In certain areas the density
of stacking faults increases in certain areas and locally the crystal structure of c-TiC can pass
through h-Ti structure, as shown in Figure 8.b.

Fig. 5 SAED patterns of magnetron sputtered TiC layers with different Ti concentrations. The
white arrows are perpendicular to the substrate surface. Significant (111) texture is formed in
the c-TiC layers with the Ti concentration increase. On the bottom of the image the circularly
integrated intensity is presented of tree different layer (films with Ti content of 58, 86 and 95
at.%). The present of three different phases (c-TiC, c-TiC+h-Ti, h-Ti) was showed.

Fig. 6 Bright field TEM images of magnetron sputtered TiC layers with different Ti
concentrations. Columnar grains were formed in each sample with column diameters
increasing with Ti concentration.

Fig. 7 The average diameter of columnar grains at 100 nm far from the substrate surface as
the function of Ti content.

Fig. 8 HRTEM images of the TiC layer with 86 at % Ti content. In the a) HRTEM image a
incoherent twin boundary and the FFTs from twin boundary two side. In the b) HRTEM
image, stacking faults in the c-TiC are forming h-Ti structure, as seen on its associated FFTs
(in one FFT area are from twin boundaries, in the other FFT area twin boundaries are not
present).

4. Discussion
Based on our previous study [13], a TiC layer with a hardness maximum of 25-28 GPa can be
formed in a narrow composition range around 44 at.% Ti content. In these layers, the
crystalline c-TiC particles are embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix [13]. By increasing
the Ti content beyond this composition, a decrease in hardness can be noticed and at 58 at.%
Ti content re-increase of the hardness appears [13]. Based on our investigations, a c-TiC layer
with a hardness of about 25 GPa can be formed with a Ti content of 58-71 at.%. This value is
comparable with H of bulk TiC ~ 25 GPa [mems.org]. With the increase of Ti content from
71 at.% to 86 at.% Ti content, the hardness of the layers is nearly linearly decreasing.
Based on the structural investigations, in this concentration range the c-TiC lattice
periodicities (d111, d100) decrease until the 86-at.% Ti layer where the hexagonal structure is
formed in the c-TiC grains based on the TEM and HRTEM observations. The hardness is fall
down to 10GPa in the layers containing 90 at.% Ti content, when only the h-Ti structure is
formed. In the case of 95 at.% Ti content, the measured nano hardness exceeds the hardness
of TiAl6V4 alloys used for implants (3-7GPa) [27].
In the investigated composition range, strong {111} type texture was formed in the c-TiC
layers perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. The rate of the texture was increasing with
the Ti concentration. In addition to the formation of the texture, the increase of the diameter
of the c-TiC columnar grains can also be observed with higher Ti concentration. The
deposition was carried out in the zone 1, based on the Zone Model [28]. The substrate
temperature (Ts≈300K), and both the c-TiC melting point (TmTiC = 3430K) and the melting
point of h-Ti (TmTi = 1941K) were taken into account. The ratio of the substrate and melting
point of two phases in the layers (Ts/TmTiC≈0.09, Ts/TmTi≈0.15) is less than 0.2 which means
that the deposition is in the zone 1 region [28]. In this growth region, based on the zone
model, the surface diffusion processes determine the formation of the structure of the layers;
the bulk diffusion has no significant impact. No significant texture forms during the growth of
the grains. The grain boundaries run relatively parallel if the growth of the columnar grains is
not inhibited by the contamination. The grown c-TiC layers with 58-65 at.% Ti concentration
were formed according to zone 1 from Zone model [28]. However, by increasing the Ti
content, <111> textures are starting to form. The formation of the texture may be due to the
decrease of the melting point of the layers, moving away from the stoichiometric structure, so
that get closer to the T zone region of the Zone model where a texture is typically formed with
competing growth, and this is also supported by the fact that the diameter of the grains also
increases with increasing titan content. However, typical V-shaped grains from the zone-T
region appear less on TEM images. Another reason can be the formation of the texture if
special orientation of the grains formed during nucleation by minimizing interfacial energies,
but this would not explain the increase of the diameter of the columnar grains in the function
of the Ti concentration.
Lattice periodicities of the c-TiC layers gradually decrease with increasing Ti content. The hTi c-cell parameter behaves similarly, it increases with decreasing Ti content. The two phases
are formed simultaneously at 86 at.% Ti content.

The d111 of c-TiC is reduced so much and parallel the d0001 of h-Ti increases so that the two
values are nearly the same. As a result of these the two phases can grow epitaxial on each
other (HRTEM Fig. 8), exchanging by stacking faults. It is assumed that the carbon content of
these areas may fluctuate. This epitaxial growth also facilitated by the h-Ti <0001> texture
that is formed due to the carbon. When only pure Ti was deposited with no carbon at room
temperature no significant texture was formed [29].
5. Conclusion
The c-TiC and h-Ti thin films can be formed by DC magnetron sputtering of carbon and
titanium targets with Ti content between 58 and 95 at.%. It was shown, that c-TiC structure
was formed between 58-86 at.% Ti content. The first presence of hexagonal phase, namely hTi structure, was observed at 86 at%. The c-TiC structure can transform to h-Ti structure with
stacking faults. Only h-Ti was grown at and above 90 at.% Ti content. The correlation
between structure and mechanical properties was showed. The hardness of thin films agrees
with structural observations. The hardness ~ 25GPa was measured in films with c-TiC
columns. The highest hardness (~26 GPa) showed the c-TiC thin film with 67 at.% Ti content.
Previously, layers with similar hardness values were achieved by similarly grown condition
containing about 45 at.% Ti, but at these layers the c-TiC particles are embedded in an
amorphous carbon matrix. At higher Ti content no amorphous C was found in the deposited
layer. The nano-hardness values showed decreasing character for films with the co-existence
of c-TiC and h-Ti. The lowest values of nano-hardness (~ 10 GPa) was observed for thin films
with only h-Ti phase.
The films with pure cubic TiC phase exhibited two times higher hardness values than films
with the softer hexagonal Ti phase. It was proven, that the lowest hardness value of around 10
GPa in films with 90-95 at% Ti is still 2-4 times higher than the hardness of various Ti alloys
like the TiAl6V4 alloy that is often used as implant material.
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